Introduction:

The functions and rules can be utilized in their current form or as building blocks for other functions. Scan for potential trading opportunities. Find out the right time to hit a home run with this collection of criteria, filters, and indicators. This library includes not only criteria scans based on what the masters in trading use, but also comes with some well-known indicators. Island Potential is one of these. Based on the popular island reversal indicators, Island Potential will get you ready for next big set-up.

Benefits:

This great collection of trading tools is one of our best collections to date. It takes a trader from scanning for potentials to identifying opportunities to trading each pattern. Using the Batter Up collection of tools in conjunction with the power of Trade Navigator Gold or Platinum versions makes for one of the most innovative trading tools available.
Included in this Library:

Filter Criteria
- Batter Up Daily Picks: MA Buy
- Batter Up Daily Picks: MA Sell
- Batter Up Daily Picks: Momentum
- Batter Up Daily Picks: Price
- Batter Up Daily Picks: Volume

Filters
- Batter Up Daily Picks: Combination Buy
- Batter Up Daily Picks: Combination Sell

Highlight Bar Patterns
- iZod Buy
- iZod Sell
- Slinger Buy
- Slinger Sell
- The iSLAND Potential Buy
- The iSLAND Potential Sell

Strategies
- iZOD
- Slingers
- The iSLAND
Filter Details

Batter Up Daily Picks: Combination Buy

This filter was designed to run after end of day downloads to produce a list of the stocks with potential buying opportunities.

Conditions:

Trend – In order to find stocks with a strong trend we look for stocks with ADX values above 30. In reality, the higher the ADX the better.

Price – We only want stocks with current values over $30 per share. This is because for a higher priced stock to move a good percentage takes less of a point move than a lower priced stock.

Volume – Most studies show that very good moves in stocks that are less “liquid.” So for this criteria we are looking for stocks with daily volumes less than 200000 but greater than 50000.
Batter Up Daily Picks: Combination Sell

This Filter was designed to run after end of day downloads to product a list of stocks with potential selling opportunities.

Conditions:

**Trend** – In order to find stocks with a strong trend we look for stocks with ADX values above 30. In reality, the higher the ADX the better.

**Price** – We only want stocks with current values over $30 per share. This is because for a higher priced stock to move a good percentage takes less of a point move than a lower priced stock.

**Volume** – Most studies show that very good moves in stocks that are less “liquid.” So for this criteria we are look for stocks with daily volumes less than 200000 but greater than 50000.
Criteria Details

Batter Up Daily Pick Buy Setup: MA

This Filter Criteria was designed to find all stocks that are trading above their 10 and 50 day moving averages.

Batter Up Daily Pick Sell Setup: MA

This Filter Criteria was designed to find all stocks that are trading below their 10 and 50 day moving averages.

Batter Up Daily Picks: Momentum

This Filter Criteria was designed to find all stocks that the ADX is above 30.
Batter Up Daily Picks: Price

This Filter Criteria was designed to find all stocks that are trading above $30.

Batter Up Daily Picks: Volume

This Filter Criteria was designed to find all stocks that trade more than 50,000 shares per day.
Highlight Bar Details

**iZOD Buy**
The iZOD Buy will highlight a bar when the open and close are in the top 25 percent of the range, and have made new 4 week lows.

![iZOD Buy Chart](image1)

**Usage:**
iZOD Buy

---

**iZOD Sell**
The iZOD Sell function will highlight bars when the open and close are in the bottom 25 percent of the range, and have made new 4 week highs.

![iZOD Sell Chart](image2)

**Usage:**
iZOD Sell
Slinger Buy
The Slinger Buy highlights bars when the conditions below exist.

**Conditions:**
1. Stock makes a new 2 month high
2. The next day has a lower low

**Usage:**
*Slinger Buy*

---

Slinger Sell
The Slinger Sell highlights bars once the conditions below exist

**Conditions:**
1. Stock makes a new 2 month low
2. The next day has a higher high

**Usage:**
*Slinger Sell*
The iSLAND Potential Buy

iSLAND Potential Buy highlights bars once the conditions below exist.

Conditions:
1. The stock gap opens to a new 2 month low
2. The stock closes in the top 50 percent of its daily range and above the opening.

Usage:
*The iSLAND Potential Buy (UsePcntOfPrevRange, PcntOfRange)*

Inputs:

*UsePcntOfPrevRange* – This input allows the user to use a percent (PcntOfRange) of the previous range if it is set to 1. If this input is set to 0, it will not use a percent of the previous range.

*PcntOfRange* – This input is only used if the UsePcntOfPrevRange is set to 1. If so then the stock has to close in the top “this percentage” of its previous range.
The iSLAND Potential Sell
This function is represented as a highlight bar. It will highlight bars when the conditions below exist.

Conditions:
1. Stock gap opens to a new 2 month High
2. Stock closes in the lower 50 percent of its daily range and below the opening

Usage:
The iSLAND Potential Sell (UsePcntOf PrevRange, PcntOfRange)

Inputs:
UsePcntOf PrevRange – This input allows the user to enter a percent (PcntOfRange) of the previous range if it is set to 1. If this input is set to 0, it will not use a percent of the previous range.
PcntOfRange – This input is only used if the UsePcntOf PrevRange is set to 1. If so then the stock has to close in the lower “this percentage” of its previous range.
Strategy Details

**iZOD**

This strategy, best used on intraday data, will enter long positions at the current high plus one point when an iZOD buy pattern is recognized. It will enter short positions at the current low minus one point when an iZOD sell is recognized. This strategy will only risk 1 point using the 1 point risk exit rule included. We have also included dollar trailing stops.
**Slinger**
This strategy, also best used on intraday data, will enter long positions 2 points above the new high established using the Slinger Buy pattern. It will enter short positions 2 points below the new low established using the Slinger Sell pattern. The strategy will risk only 4 points and take profits at an established dollar amount.
The iSLAND
This intraday stock strategy is a pure reversal strategy that enters long positions at the current high when an iSLAND Potential Buy signal is recognized. The reverse is taken at the current low when an iSLAND Potential Sell signal is recognized. There are no exits since it is a reversal strategy (each entry rule is the other’s exit).